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Most of what we are going to cover today has been compiled on 
real feature film projects on which the SGO Development Team 
worked closely with the clients to resolve and custom develop 
solutions around the SGO Mistika Online Finishing Software and 
any existing technology available at the time.

Important Disclaimer



Objectives of the Presentation

● Sample Videos

● Key Consideration: Frame Conversion

● Key Consideration: Camera Shutter Angle

● Solutions Post Production Workflow from Dailies, Editing, 
Finishing, to Delivery

● Technology challenges.



Video Samples

Here are some sample comparison videos showing 24fps and 48fps 
media being played back at the same time in side by side.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER

● Projector is NOT refreshing the desktop interface at 48hz.

● The video is being played at natural 48fps with the 24fps footage is 
being played at 48 using frame repeat.

● The 24fps footage is NOT converted from the 48fps. (More on this 
later)



Key Consideration : Frame Conversion

We need to be able to downconvert easily!
If we are to use HFR media as a mastering format we need to 
be able to easily derive currently accepted formats and frame 
rates. 

24fps from 48fps
25fps from 50fps
30fps from 60fps 

Any frame rate to any frame rate??



Key Consideration : Down Conversion

Frame Repeat or Frame Drop Method: 

● This method simply drops every other frame. 

(Odd or Even frames)

● Although removing every other frame is the easiest 
solution the result of this process can create strobing 
images if care is not taken during acquisition especially 
with shutter speed and motion blur.



Key Consideration : Down Conversion

Motion Estimation Method: 

● This method relies on motion analysis (optical flow) of the media in order 
to recreate the interpolated frames necessary for a smooth playback to 
another frame rate.

● This method can in many cases give the best results however it can be 
computationally heavy (Non RT) and just like the weather forecast some 
variables simply cannot be estimated with 100% accuracy.

● Often you would still need some motion blur to be added on top so 
obviously hardware acceleration helps here !:)



Key Consideration : Camera Shutter Angle

● If we capture images at 24fps, with a wide open 360 shutter (1/24s), the resulting 
images will suffer from heavy resolution loss when panning or when showing faster 
action due to motion blur.

● As we decrease the exposure time to recover some image sharpness we will observe 
less and less motion blurring up to a point where the image can be perceived as 
moving more naturally. Usually 180 (1/48s)!

●  Finding the right balance of motion blur vs sharpness is critical to achieving a 
naturally looking shot at 48fps when played at 24fps.



Key Consideration : Camera Shutter Angle

Although motion blur is not as necessary at higher frame rates finding the right 
shutter angle is still important in order achieve enough motion blur to allow us to 
view simple desentangled media confortably without too much strobing.

Additional Facts: 

● In recent productions, for example, they used a shutter angle of 272 degrees.

● However several shots that were flagged as too flickery or strobe like when down 
converted were treated using Mistika's motion estimated based motion blur.



Key Consideration : Camera Shutter Angle



Key Consideration : Camera Shutter Angle



Post Production Workflow 

● Dailies : Offline Media for editorial

– Time Code

– Desentangle (Drop Frame Conversion)

– Viewing and QC

– Sound Sync

● Editorial

● Online Conform

● Online Finishing

● Deliver



Dailies : Time Codes!

48fps,50fps and 60fps all offer a TC solution which will flag all ODD 
frames with a “.” and EVEN frames with a “:” or in some cases 
flags the EVEN frames with a little “*” at the end. This TC is used 
to determine odd and even interlace fields in video.

ODD Frame 1 of a sequence would be single dot “.” or NO “*”: 
00:00:00.00 or 00:00:00:00

EVEN Frame 2 of a sequence would be double dot “:” or “*”: 
00:00:00:00 or 00:00:00:00*



Dailies : Desentangle

Generating offline media for editorial from HFR media will require a simple 
desentangle in order to achieve a currently supported SMPTE editorial frame 
rate of 24,23.98, 25, 29.97, or 30.

IMPORTANT: Although this seems a trivial process we must not forget to 
convert the timecode of the 1st desentangled clip to a valid 24fps TC. Simply 
converting the 48fps TC to a Frame Index time code equivalent and divide it 
by 2 before converting back to 24fps will do the trick! Mistika will do this to 
MOV and MXF automatically when configured at a frame rate higher than 30.



Dailies : Viewing and QC

● How do we view 48fps material?

● Most importantly how do we QC without a standard?

● There is no SMPTE standard nor is there a valid HD-SDI video 
signal that can be audited by scopes yet!



Dailies : Viewing and QC

Current Solutions :

1. Convert to movie format and play on desktop computer screens.

2. Using Stereo modes on Consumer S3D TV in Side By Side / Interlaced / Top Bottom combined with 
HDSDI to HDMI converter boxes.

3. DVI 8bit 4:4:4 via single projector (2D or latest S3D) or dual projector (S3D)

4. Single Link or Dual Link HD-SDI YUV10bit 3G HFR (Interleaved Mode) to DCI compliant projector/s

5. Dual Link S3D 3G HFR (Interleaved Mode) to DCI compliant projector/s



1. Converting to a movie and playing it back on desktop monitors.

Computer screens can currently go to very high resolutions and usually refresh at 
60hz which is not ideal for 48fps playback. 
There are monitors out there that will enable you to go down to 48hz (Eg. HP 
DreamColor) so activating the VSYNC on the graphics card will give you a reliable 
playback; codec permitting.

+ Very inexpensive
+ Full frame and High resolution
- Multi-GOP Variable bit rate high compression codecs can misguide you.
- Few desktop monitors offer you the option to reduce the refresh.
- Non broadcast or dci standard.

Dailies : Viewing and QC



2. Using consumer S3D TV Stereo Modes and Converter

Using dual link HFR interleaved HDSDI sends ODD frames via output A of the video 
board and the EVEN via the output B.
Converter box receives a Single HDSDI A or B and converts it to 48psf (or 47.95psf) to 
50i.
S3D Footage we need to send SbS and set the TV to SbS mode.

- Restricted to 1920x1080.
- We only see half the frames; ODD or EVEN.
- Loss of Vertical resolution due to Interlace 
- Loss of Horizontal resolution because of SbS squeeze.
+ Relatively inexpensive

Dailies : Viewing and QC



3. Dual DVI 8 bit 4:4:4 to DCI projector 

We currently run a valid 4K signal at 48p via the DVS ATOMIX Video Board via x4 8bit 
DVI cables.
Single link 48fps was possible by simply attaching 1x of the outputs to a single 
projector.
Dual Stereo 48fps was possible by attaching 2x of the outputs to 2x projectors. All 
been fed a common tri-level sync.

+ There is no compromise in image resolution.
+ All 48 frames are shown every second.
+ Full 4:4:4 with no sub-sampling.
- The main limitation is that DVI is only 8bit!

Dailies : Viewing and QC



4. Single Link or Dual Link HD-SDI YUV10bit 3G HFR (Interleaved Mode) to DCI 
compliant projector/s

The DVS ATOMIX boards we use allow us to configure the output to 48, 47.95, 50, 
59.94, and 60 at 1920x1080 as well as 2048x1080 (2K DCI) using the special Single 
Link YUV 10bit 3G mode as well as via standard dual link.

+ There is no compromise in image resolution.
+ All 48 frames are shown every second.
+ 10bit uncompressed signal
- Only Series 2 DCI compliant projectors and the latest Dolby monitors support these 
modes natively.
- YUV 4:2:2 subsampled

Dailies : Viewing and QC



5. Dual Link S3D 3G HFR (Interleaved Mode) to DCI compliant projector/s

The DVS ATOMIX boards (Non LT) we use allow us to configure the output to 48, 
47.95, 50, 59.94, and 60 at 1920x1080 as well as 2048x1080 (2K DCI) using the 
special Dual Link S3D 3G interleaved mode 

+ There is no compromise in image resolution.
+ All 48 frames are shown every second.
+ 10bit uncompressed signal
- Only Series 2 DCI compliant projectors with the latest media blocks will support 
these modes. Many theatres used 2x projectors instead of one to get the best 
possible quality.
- YUV 4:2:2 subsampled

Dailies : Viewing and QC



Dailies : Sound Syncing

● Sound syncing is done at 24! 

● Sound is usually recorded in digital SAMPLES per second 
between 48khz and even up to 192khz sometimes.

● What is important is duration and as long as 1s is the same in 
after 24 or 48 frames there is really no problem.



Editorial Considerations

● Editorial department will work as normal using converted 
desentangle 24, 25, 30 or even 60fps media and will generate 
standard frame rate EDLs for the online conform process 
without any particular problem.

● It is important though, just to reiterate what I had explained 
earlier, that the TC of the Offline media is exactly matched 
at 24 as it was at 48. If TC at 48 starts at 01:00:00 then the 
24fps TC should be the same!



Online Conform Considerations

● In order to conform a 24fps EDL using 48fps material required 
some custom development on the SGO Mistika software. 

● When Mistika is configured to work on a timeline set at more 
than 30fps than the EDL conform will automatically adjust to 
work using HFR EDL translation.

● Time Warps and standard Transitions work as normal and are 
not affected by the conform process in any way.



Online Finishing Considerations: VFX

● Can be more expensive because most VFX vendors work in number of frames 
rather than seconds of screen time.... :( 

● Having sharper images and more frames of motion makes tracking and roto 
work easier.

● The lack of motion blur also makes it more difficult to hide compositing 
mistakes. Higher temporal resolution does not forgive sloppy work!

● Render times and storage requirements are doubled. 

● Character animation and compositing times are more or less the same because 
they deal in screen time rather than frame count.



Online Finishing Considerations: Color

● Interactive work at high frame rates and resolution requires the beefiest of 
machines and disk arrays as well as the best possible HFR capable viewing 
environment which does not come cheap.

● Biggest concerns colorists had was color calibration and with it the capabilities 
of mapping 8bit, which was the best we could do at 48fps at the time, to the 
12bit DCI specifications?

● Just to be clear 8Bit does not mean that the key XYZ values cannot be matched 
but it does mean the there are less intermediate values in between.



Deliver

Delivery

● Currently DCP packages for S3D HFR uses 500Mbit Constant Bit Rate J2K encoding.

● There is no broadcast standard for HFR delivery as yet.

● Recently DCP servers are able to play these non standard packages with a patch to the 
attached DCI comliant Media Blocks.

● Although mechanical projectors can be adapted to play higher frame rates film costs 
and market trends make film out a financially inviable option.



Technology Challenges
● Current we have benchmarked the K5000 vs the Quadro 6000 

and we have achieved approximately double the performance 
in terms of grading layers and blurs.

● Fundamentally our biggest performance bottle neck is getting 
the data in and out of the graphics cards.

● However hard we try and GPU accelerate everything some 
processes such as specific codecs (RED or SONY) cannot be 
delegated to anything other than the CPU.



Q/A

Thank you for your attention!

Nicholas Mark Recagno
Email 1: nrecagno@gmail.com
Email 2: nrecagno@sgo.es
Google Voice: +1 213 973 8082
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